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men and women alike have the aspect of being dressed
in their second or third best; and the distinction
between town and country life is by no means sharply
marked. That is natural. A man can live in Dublin
and easily hunt with the Meath or Kildare hounds ;
can shoot grouse within five or six miles of the General
Post Office, or fish for salmon on the Liffey from
Chapelizod upwards. The most famous Irish golf-links
stretch in a succession along the shore from just
beyond Clontarf, a suburb completely incorporated,
to the village of Malahide. Apart from sport or game,
playgrounds are at the door in every direction : in
Ireland or out of Ireland there is no more beautiful
scenery than at Howth, which makes the northern
arm of Dublin Bay, or at Killiney and Bray, where
the Wicklow Mountains send down steep outliers to
the fiat coast.
Social life in Dublin has been always easy, informal,
and hospitable, and the most undeniable of Ireland's
special talents, the gift of witty talk, gives it a special
charm. But any observant student of manners must
have quickly become aware of the division into two
camps which since the revolution corresponded more
or less accurately to a division of power: for power
resided no longer solely in the middle nation. From
ParnelTs day onwards, the mass of the Irish people,
outside of Protestant Ulster, were grouped under the
leadership of a man, or small group of men, who were
in Parliament, but declined to hold office in a.British
administration, and who had great power without
definite official responsibility. On the other side
were the permanent official heads of the British
administration, who had power much greater than
that of the corresponding civil servants in Great
Britain because the ministerial chiefs of the Govern-
ment were never Irish, and always therefore less or
more strange to the country. This official element
was always closely in touch with the considerable
military staff maintained in Dublin. It would have

